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The computer has played an important role in daily life with the passage of time,so it 
becomes urgent to adopt  internet technology and electronic computer to improve the level and 
quality of life, among which paperless and informatization of education is an important 
manifestation. 
The electronic computer and internet information technology have been widely used in 
education and many links in teaching as well as been gradually involved in many sphere of 
lives. And the regular way of testing is facing a great change,among which the online 
examination system is an very important development direction. 
It not only greatly improves the examination efficiency, but also thoroughly reforms 
the examination pattern, that is using the computer-based examination instead of the 
paper-based one and using the machine scoring to replace the manual one. 
This paper focuses on the detailed design process and analyses the feasibility of the 
online examination system. It analyses the shortcomings of traditional test methods,and use 
the existing resources to design the online examination system based on network. The whole 
system is based on B/S mode and the developing technology is JSP technology, using 
MyEclipse as a development tool and SQLServer2005 as the background database.  
Thus enabling the system to have many functions, such as: user login, Online answer, 
student management,test questions management and performance management, etc., which 
greatly reduces the cost of manpower, simplifies the  information processing,and improves 
the efficiency of teachers.  
The main features of the online exam software are as follow: implementing students 
online examination; managing teachers’ information, students’ information, questions 
information,and test information; the implementation of the Online Judge function.Once 
students log-in online examination, they can take the online examination, by submitting 
program code and modifying automatically compiled code of software background and 
finishing the test. 
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